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As the great fantasy action RPG, "Sword Art Online: Fatal Bullet" has been ranked as the top RPG in
the Japanese rankings for 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, and 2015. In July 2015, it was the top

RPG for the 5th consecutive time. In August 2015, it was the top RPG for the 6th consecutive time.
Moreover, it's an RPG that is loved by the users for its system that can provide plentiful information
on the world, the characters, and the monsters. INFORMATION ON "Sword Art Online: Fatal Bullet" ■

Release Date Platform：PlayStation 4 ■ System Requirements PC： OS： Windows 7/8/8.1/10 CPU：
Intel Core i5 3570 or AMD FX 8-core 4.0 GHz RAM： 8 GB HDD： 20 GB for Windows and 10 GB for Mac
PlayStation 4： OS： PlayStation 4 CPU： PlayStation 4 (PlayStation 4 Pro optional) RAM： 8 GB HDD： 20

GB ■ “Unison” & “Confluence” ■ Music Album： The Advanced version of the soundtrack for this
game will contain a bonus music album. ■ Voice： English dub voice track will be included. (This

voice track is also available for purchase.) ■ Characters： It includes the voices of: ■ Stays the same
as “Sword Art Online: Ordinal Scale” This game will be released in North America and Europe on

January 24, 2016.Supine Submental Access: Effect of Inability to Sleep Vertically. Submental nerve
blocks (SNB) provide major discomfort during the perioperative period and are infrequently needed

when orthognathic surgery is anticipated to be a short procedure. Although many patients are
unable to tolerate the supine position for SNB, patients undergoing orthognathic surgery in general

are expected to sleep in a supine position. We hypothesized that if unable to sleep in a supine
position, patients would prefer the lateral approach. Patients attending an orthognathic outpatient

clinic of a university hospital were asked to complete a questionnaire to

Features Key:
Unrestricted Play: Regardless of the development status of the base game and future
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content, you can purchase them separately at any time. This is the first of its kind.

Rich Character Creation
The possibility of personalizing your own character based on the limitless customization

options and the freedom of character development.
Our illustrator Cynthia went through a great amount of effort to make high-quality original
artwork to be included in the game, so you won't find anything here that couldn't've been

done beforehand.
Only One Leader Your Lord is here to guide you on your journey.

You can experience the magical story in a more in-depth and manageable way, while
doing what you want and the pace that you want in the world.

By engaging in an epic adventure with a brilliant and attractive character in the
Fantasy world of GrimGrim Fandango.

What's more, free title, wardrobe, skills, and regular update content will be available
for all players at no additional cost.

Exciting Experience See every action on the screen in 3D.
Start a new story without loading, and experience a whole new world.

Customizable character poses, awe-inspiring battle effects and world rhythm only
seen in movies, create a realistic, dramatic experience that is impossible on other

platforms such as a typical RPG.
Support both mouse and keyboard game play, and ensure a smooth and stable

experience.
Beautiful Narrative Only an end-of-the-world story like a film can tell such a

great story in a way that makes you feel like a character.
A dramatic, poignant story that has a great impact on the player.
Original, utterly dramatic characters that offer a strong force in the
player's heart.
Moving and interesting battles.

Accessibility All the content is available for free.
Because of this, everyone can experience the game's protagonist in the world of

GrimGrim Fandango
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